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Demand Driven S&OP Drives Growth
and Organizational Agility
Demand driven leaders of today, leverage ‘Sales and  
Operation Planning’ to align organizational silos to a  
corporate business strategy in order to improve revenue, 
reduce costs and inventory levels while maintaining service 
levels. Leading companies that see measurable improvements 
in revenue and cost controls are connecting strategy,  
planning and execution through an iterative process of  
continuous modeling and what-if scenarios to respond to 
changes in demand. Supply chain operations are challenged 
today as they try to meet demand at all cost versus delivering 
according to original plans. Companies must emphasize  
planning on a common demand across many channels, to 
achieve sales and operational excellence.

Fashion & Lifestyle Companies are experiencing increased 
complexities in their value chains which strain the S&OP 
process, making planning increasingly difficult. Greater product 
availability through multiple channels and varied technologies 
complicates where the demand signal is coming from, and 
create difficultly for S&OP teams to identify how to respond. 
Should demand be serviced at any costs or maintained to  
deliver as planned? This is a common question and can  
impact the revenue and profitability of the organization.  
Coupled with a lack of clarity for priorities in servicing  
demand creates uncertainty, when S&OP teams execute 
plans. Executives and S&OP teams must be aligned and 
publish operational strategies, that clearly define goals and 
priorities for the business.

The traditional S&OP model is designed to enable a company 
to match its supply, to its demand, by bringing together its 
finance, sales, marketing, planning and other internal  
operations to create consensus for a plan. A mature S&OP 
model is a demand driven process that collaborates and  
orchestrates internal operations to make decisions with  
greater visibility, data, tools and analytics. In the new world  
of S&OP, technology is a key enabler.

Analytics, big data in-memory processing power that acts as 
shared information across many platforms, allows for real-time 
analysis and calculation of information. This helps companies 
leverage information, support simulations and ‘what if’  
scenarios, thus resulting in more effective decision making.

The Supply Chain Plateau

The fashion industry generally follows other consumer  
product industries in supply chain performance. Strategic 
S&OP is not realized in many fashion companies, due to 
utilization of manual tools like excel for planning, which lacks 
the capability for simulations and collaboration. Incorporating 
planning tools that drive these benefits, enable companies to 
drive profitable decision making by S&OP teams.

Many brands focus on short-term planning (3 to 6 months 
prior to delivery) that supports the buying decision. This short 
term focus on buying often leads to an ad hoc process with a 
range of operational issues: shortages, late deliveries and  
excess stock. These issues will have a direct impact on  
turnovers and margins in the short run, while having a  
negative impact on customer satisfaction in the long run.

Fashion companies can improve revenue and overall margins 
by focusing on a long-term plan in conjunction with mid to 
short term plans adjusting for changes due to market volatility. 
It provides companies the opportunity to include feedback 
from key clients and simulate ‘what if’ scenarios, with the 
right tools and technology.
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Demand Driven Growth

1S&OP processes improve revenue from 2% to 5%, reduce 
inventories from 7% to 15% and improve new launch  
commercialization by 20%. Focusing on demand driven, 
outside-in planning, companies have shown improvements 
in reducing the number of days of working capital in their 
supply chain. There are many characteristics of a demand 
driven S&OP process, that fashion companies can focus on to 
transform them as leaders.

Seamless integration of financial and operational processes:  
Including financial budgets as part of the strategic plan will 
allow S&OP teams to continually monitor their decisions to 
ensure they align with the company’s financial goals. An 
opportunity arises for additional sales of a popular dress in the 
collection. In order to deliver initial orders, alternate logistics 
plans are required, leading to increased costs for initial  
shipments. 

While the overall result is positive for the new business,  
incremental cost increases, for a portion of the business 
should not restrict the team, from changing plans and  
accepting the business.

Outside-in approach: Including feedback from benchmark 
clients that carry a range of products and the capability to 
collaborate demand allows for continual planning updates. 
Two footwear companies take different approaches to their 
planning. Company A’s sales team works with a  
benchmark customer, who shares data and information to 
improve demand plans. Company B relies on input from 
their sales team’s interpretation of customer sales. The study 
states, Company A was 15 days better than the peer group 
in working capital whereas Company B was 59 days worse 
than the peer group. The improved velocity of working capital 
gives Company A more opportunities for growth, through 
increased turnover in sales and new products.
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Driving Organizational Agility

Supply chain agility is the capability of supply chain partners 
to adjust plans to changing market demand, and deliver 
goods to customers at comparable costs, quality and service 
levels. To meet this capability, a company must align different 
aspects of the organization to focus relevant teams on  
corporate strategies. S&OP enables the environment with 
shared visibility for all partners, allowing a collaborative  
approach to planning.

After several seasons of missed financial targets, the  
executive team of Lifestyle Apparel Company determined 
that, they were lacking visibility to existing supply chain  
challenges. Since LAC was not collaborating with key clients, 
to react accordingly to market demand, the company  
experienced lost sales and opportunities for additional  
business. A transformation of their current S&OP process was 
required – a strategic initiative for all parties accountable for 
financial goals of the company. The management decided on 
the following S&OP initiative:

• Share financial plans with the S&OP team: This  
 allows them to reference budgets and plans and  
 compare them against existing targets.

• Share forecast information: Sharing information  
 earlier with sales, production and suppliers for  
 planning purposes, will result in an operational plan  
 that allows analyzing of opportunities that respond to  
 shape demand, leverage existing capacities and  
 capitalize on opportunities. 

• Include sales and marketing into forecast process:   
 Including sales and marketing into the forecast  
 process for feedback for line review with key clients  
 can result in unplanned business on certain product  
 categories or collections.

• Review common, team-approved demand against  
 financial plans: Ensures financial targets are being  
 met early in the process versus finding out after it  
 takes place.

Once the initiative is positioned accordingly, all partners in 
the planning and execution process are linked together at 
respective key points, to ensure that the designated plan will 
be met. The net result for LAC is improved revenues,  
better cost control due to reduced inventory that impacts the 
bottom line. LAC is a billion dollar business with a 30% gross 
margin. Assuming an impact of 5% increase in revenue  
generated through improved order fulfilment, and a 7% 
reduction in inventory by tighter controls on safety stock and 
having the right inventory reducing out-of-stock and  
markdown situations LAC will increase net margin from 
14.5% to 15.4%. This is a 6% increase in net margin or $16 
million dollars for every $1 billion in sales. The improvement 
of working capital will allows for further opportunities to grow 
the business as cash flow improves.
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attune is a team of trusted business technology 
advisors who work with fashion and lifestyle
brands to transform their business performance. 
attune offers services across the fashion and lifestyle 
value chain, developing solutions that maximize 
competitive advantage, integrate and transform 
activities across people, processes and technology.
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Conclusion

As fashion and lifestyle companies are continually searching to 
derive new value from supply chain operations, S&OP paves 
the way for this opportunity. To fully realize the potential of 
S&OP, companies must transform themselves to demand 
driven leaders and convert demand patterns into actionable 
and profitable plans for the company.

Characteristics of a strong S&OP process include:

• A clear strategy shared across all areas of S&OP
• Executive sponsorship – driven from top down
• Outside-in forecasting
• Planning linked to execution
• Disciplined monthly review process
• A focus on continuous improvement
• Governance on goal-based decision making 
• Technology, enabling a collaborative planning  
 environment

1 Gartner Studies

S&OP, when implemented correctly will align the horizontal, 
silo’d areas of the organization. Evolving S&OP processes 
will see a re-directing from an inside-out approach to an 
outside-in to planning. When S&OP teams share a common 
organizational goal with regards to planning and execution, 
these areas will continually focus on improving  
communication and decision making to meet those goals. In 
addition, the collaborative nature of the process will allow for 
further expansion to include multiple tiers of the supply chain 
in the planning process. Successful companies will focus on 
integration of processes and not just numbers, to achieve 
sales and operational excellence.


